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A N

I M M E R S I V E

P E R F O R M A N C E

A 3D visual creation bore by two live musicians and a dancer,
and with the complicity of machines and connected material.
Walking in the steps of
Gabriele Veneziano

Music creators: Julie Fédida & Laurent Saussol
Music performers: Julie Fédida & Laurent Saussol
Choreographer & dancer: Eric Bitoy Jr
Video designer: Jérôme Cartier
Lighting designer: Maxime Diyab
Sound engineer: Vincent Estival, Jérôme Cartier
Graphic designer: Marc Teyssier
Community Manager: Thomas Girault
Engineering support: Fabrice Borie

AN IVANOVNA PRODUCTION
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FOREWORD

The world in which we live is insidiously trying to lock ourselves up in solitude
and guilt. Mechanically repeated actions and submission to established
rules make us forget our free will, our singularity. It is possible –and
recommended- that we accept such a condition, that we enter into a linear
cycle, that we draw edgeless life lines ; We don’t choose this, we yearn for
utopia, for a connexion between human beings, for a reappropriation of our
destiny; We have a waking dream of a sensitive and connected humankind
which would call on our own resources from the past, the present, the
future...

STAT E M E N T O F I N T E N T

En 1968, Gabriele Veneziano, an experienced physician, made an important
discovery about elementary particles. This discovery is the starting point
of the string theory, a theory which reconciles relativity and quantum
mechanics. This theory is based upon the existence of micro strings (of a
tiny mass) which form loops that are linked together and interacting as an
interconnected network.
The string theory questions the very relationship between space and time.
These scientific works and the metaphysical questioning they arouse have
inspired DEATWIDTH, which is a polymorphic, mulit-artistic and immersive
artistic project.
This project is definitely rooted in the present, as the past and the future
don’t exist. This is a project created to connect sensitive beings and
create resistance. A project in which memory brings icons back to life.
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THE ALBUM

Discretely recorded on home studio between 2016 and 2017, Deathwidth
reproduces the breath of footwork. Reunited under the same banner,
Nancy Fortune and 1H9!N set the wild and tense strength of footwork free.
Through the 9 tracks of the album whose artwork is signed by Marc Teyssier,
they express their feelings about real time ; real time as it was inhabited
by Dj Rashad, a pioneer of the Chicago stage who died prematurely in 2014.
Crossing the line of 160 BPM, the pair give birth to a rift from which light
springs. Behing the darkness of the words, Nancy Fortune soothes the
pain with her crystalline and ethereal voice, and brings ghosts back to life.
Urgency is here, in the present, in real time.
Digital / CD / vinyl record release: December 2017: Ivanovna – Remix on Nadali Rcds (Chicago)

September —> November

EPISODE 2
THE LAB

Somwhere in the historical center of Clermont-Ferrand, technicians,
computer engineers and artists are busy experimenting.
The small studio quickly turns into the antichamber of programming and
DIY. Completely created in situ, the universe of DEATHWIDTH takes shape:
screens on self-supporting structures have been quickly built, there are
kinects and mini 3D cameras tracking every form and giving them a new life,
analog synths, modified computers… A true geek trap that Super Serge’s
expert eye is in charge of spreading on the web. All the planets being aligned,
the creature starts taking shape. The immersion becomes possible.

December 5th

EPISODE 3

FOOTWORK TIME

Welcoming Eric Bitoy Jr, musical producer and emblematic figure of the
Chicago footwork is quite and event. This unparalleled dancer and musical
producer has proved his worth during memorable battles. As a member
of Creation, a very closed circle of the Chicago avant-garde alongside
King Charles (Madonna, Black Eyed Peas), he will take part in meeting
and exchange sessions and will host a master class at Centre Georges
Brassens, Clermont-Ferrand on Tuesday December 5th. A footbridge
between Chicago and Clermont ferrand for mutual enrichment between
dancers, culture makers and citizens.
Register from Centre Georges Brassens, Clermont-Fd
Phone 04 73 40 86 80
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from december 1st to 6th

EPISODE 4

IMAGO CONNECTION

The town of Clermont-Ferrand has trusted Nancy Fortune by granting
her financial and material support to host the creation of DEATHWIDTH
and its streaming release on the web. From December 1st to December
6th « IMAGO », the town’s musical and audiovisual production center, will
be the setting of the finalization of DEATHWIDTH. Nancy Fortune (lyrics,
machines), 1H9!N (machines) and Eric Bitoy Jr (dance) will get together
on stage around an unprecedented stage plan. They will be supported
by the technical and technological feats of Jérôme Cartier (sound, 3D
and special effects) and Max Dyiab (lights).
A first presentation of the creation will be broadcast live on social media
on Wednesday December 6th at 4.30 pm (2.30 pm GMT, 9.30 am in
Chicago). This is the time when internet users worldwide will be invited to
synchronize their watches and vibrate to the first steps of DEATHWIDTH.
Real time still. Synchronicity.
Imago, Cébazat (63118), 6.30 pm december 6th

spring-summer

EPISODE 5

D E AT H W I DT H TO U R

From spring 2017, the Deathwidth project will be proposed under
different forms to festivals, museums… As a complete show, or for
DJ’s sets, footwork evenings…
A European tour is in preparation. US shows are planned for 2018.
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From both sides of the Atlantic, each in their
own world, Julie Fédida aka Nancy Fortune
and Eric Bitboy Jr have been creating spaces
of sensitive freedom, places of resistance,
which are all deeply underground both in
form and substance. Their non-rectilinear
paths have brought them together today
around the Deathwidth project.
Assisted by her accomplice Laurent
Saussol, a lunar artist and sound engineer,
Julie Fedida aka Nancy Fortune, who is a
corner stone of the independent electronic
stage from the 2000s, assembles textures
to model an unstable sound matter, falsely
fragile and open onto several decades.
The path is winding but the gait is steady
and unfailing. She who crossed paths with
I-F, Alden Tyrel, The Parallax Corporation
and Bernard Fevre (she is among the
prestigious cast of the reediction of the
mythical Black Devil disco Club alongside
Nancy Sinatra, Afrika Bambaata and Jon
Spencer) has her own towel rail in Berlin,
Vienna, Amsterdam and Detroit where she
rubbed shoulders with Theo Parrish, Ron
Trent, Juan Atkins et Mike Banks. She is
one of the few local artists to have been
programmed on the in of the Printemps de
Bourges festival (and not on the discovery
stage).
Chicago was the Eldorado for jazzmen,
bluesmen and soulmen who were massively
running away from the southern states from
the 20s to the 70s. House music settled
worldwide from Chicago at the beginning of
the 80s. This global metropolis cultivates
paradox. A few blocks away from the most
daring Skyline in the US, endowed with
architectural works of arts, stand forgotten
neighbourhoods fallen prey to insane crime
level. That’s the setting in which Eric Bitboy
Jr and a handful of pioneers are developping
a new art form, called Footwork, which mixes
music and urban dance, born from the filthiest

house music from the ghetto. Footwork is
a combination of sound experiments and
physical performance, often in the form
of battles between young dancers. The
freedom given by this new genre and the
dexterity showed by those who practice
it in Obama city makes the planet of urban
culture and street art lose its head.
Coming from Oak Park, in the suburbs of
Chicago, Eric Bitoy Jr is both a dancer
and a music writer / producer of Chicago
footwork. Introduced to this form of art
when he was at school 10 years ago, he has
never stopped practicing and perfecting his
practice since, working with the masters
of the genre: Boodilla et King Charles
(Madonna, Will.I.am) from the Creation
crew he is a member of.For the last 6
years, Eric Bitoy Jr has been a recognized
music producer for his compositions and
instrumental pieces of a great depth, both
dark and atmospheric.
Maxime Diyab: Light engineer and
videographer musician. He has been involved
for several years in the artistic stage of
Clermont-Ferrand supporting local artists
such as Morgane Imbeaud and Stalk.
Jérôme Cartier: nationally reputed sound
engineer, who worked for Les Tambours du
Bronx and Da Silva, he is also a computer
engineer and a 3D video designer.
Thomas Girault aka Super Serge:
webdesigner and community manager, he
is a linchpin of the communication agency
Médiafix. Attached to this project, he wants
to put his skills to good use in the project.
Marc Teyssier: young model maquer and
free-lance graphic designer from ClermontFerrand. He has worked on a multitude of
projects for the cultural sector, as well as
for national companies (Picture, Salomon).
He created the imagery of DEATHWIDTH.
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INTRODUCING THE TEAM

ACT /
CONTRIBUTE /
B E AT T H E H E A RT
OF THE PROJECT /
SUPPORT
A crowdfunding campaign will accompany
the implementation of the different steps
of the project.
Official launch: November 15th.

Booking, partnership, publicity
D_One Consulting doneconsult@gmail.com + 33 6 08 73 93 47

Partners
Centre Georges Brassens - mairie de Clemont-Fd, Creation Footwork (Chicago)
Deathwidth est soutenu par Clermont Auvergne Métropole dans le cadre de l’appel à projet Imago.

www.facebook.com/NFnancyfortune
www.nancyfortune.org

